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Abstract. This study presents a design for the optimization of the attributes elimination order in a 
privacy-enhanced survey system. The target survey system comprises a framework that analyzes the 
input data to find elements that can cause an information leakage and a mechanism to correct such 
flaws by modifying the questionnaire design in the database. The original framework employs the 
method of eliminating attributes in the modification of the questionnaire design, and the order of the 
elimination must be predetermined by researchers. This study presents a new design for automatizing 
the selection of the best elimination order. 

  

1. Introduction 
This study presents a design for the optimization of the attributes elimination order in a 

privacy-enhanced survey system. By expanding on survey systems that were designed in previous 
studies, a formal description of the new enhanced survey system design is to be demonstrated. 

The target survey system comprises a framework that analyzes the input data to find elements that 
could cause an information leakage and a mechanism to correct such flaws by modifying the 
questionnaire design in the database. Technical tools for enhancing privacy such as k-anonymity by 
Sweeny ([6]) and l-diversity by Machanavajjhala et al. ([5]) are widely known. However, these 
frameworks do not address the problem of protecting personal information from the survey assessors. 
In several survey projects that focus on evaluation by users, such as class evaluation or hospital 
evaluation, the privacy from organization staff is important for preventing the deterioration of the 
quality of the obtained data. The target system is expected to be advantageous in the case of this type 
of surveys. 

The original framework, however, employs the eliminating attributes method in the modification 
of the questionnaire design, and the order of the elimination should be predetermined by researchers. 
This study presents a new design for automating the selection of the best elimination order. 

2. Previous Studies 
This study focuses on the typical survey system design presented in the previous studies [1], [3], 

[4]. The basic design approach is exemplified as follows for the purpose of illustrating the inherent 
issues: A course evaluation was conducted in a small class comprising 3 male and 15 female students 
with a single question sheet that contained a question concerning gender and other questions 
regarding the course evaluation. This could be potentially harmful to the male students’ privacy and 
could result in a deterioration in the quality of the obtained data. However, if the question sheet was 
divided into two parts, with one part including only the gender question and the other part only the 
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course evaluation questions, then no privacy problem would arise to compromise the quality of the 
students’ answers. The target system processes this division operation after all the students have 
finished responding to the questionnaire and when it finds problematic questions that can lead to 
information leakage. The division process is realized as a database operation for modifying the table 
structure related to the questionnaire design. As the computational process is triggered automatically 
and is perfectly completed before a lecturer obtains the output of the system, no information leakage 
is possible. 

This system design is based on the hypothesis that all the questions in a question sheet can be 
divided into two categories, X and Y. X is defined as a category comprising individual attributes, 
such as gender or age. Y is defined as a category comprising individual attitudes such as the course 
evaluation. For each Y category question, a cross tabulation of several X-category questions is likely 
to yield special cells wherein only a small number of respondents exist, and these cells are likely to 
cause some unintended information leakage. In surveys with multiple X-category questions, the 
question sheet is divided by considering each X item one by one, i.e., the process of protecting 
privacy takes the form of attributes elimination. 

 
 

Figure 1 An Example of Questionnaire Design Modification Process ([1]) 
 
Figure 1 illustrates an example of a questionnaire design modification comprising the process of 

the attributes elimination ([1]). In this example, the question sheet has three X items: q7, q10, and 
q11, and the rest of the questions are all Y items. The researcher is interested in the X items in the 
order of q7, q10, and q11. The answer dataset for each of the Y items first has a relationship with the 
three X items. However, according to the anonymity level examined, it drops from the layer A3 
toward the layer A0 (the layer An represents the answer dataset that retains its relationship with n X 
items.) For example, A0 comprises the answer data for q6, q8, and q9 but has no relationship with an 
X item. A1 comprises the answer data of q2 and q5 but has one relationship with an X item (q7).  

In this framework, the anonymity level is calculated with a combinatorial-approach measure which 
takes the form of log (MCN). It measures the degree of difficulty in dividing members into particular 
categories, like the positive-answer group and the negative-answer group. (In the formula of log 
(MCN) M typically denotes the total number of all people and N denotes the number of people who 
answered positively (or negatively). Please refer to section 4 of [2] for the mathematical details of 
this measure.)  

It should be noted that the question items should belong to the same layer if the researcher 
conducts a multiple variable analysis. In this example, it is assumed that the researcher intends to 
conduct a multiple variable analysis with the answer results of q6, q8, and q9. These questions 
comprise a question block, for which the result of the anonymity level test equals the result of the 
lowest test result obtained for each question independently.  
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However, in this original framework, the order of elimination should be predetermined by 
researchers and the result of the calculation is dependent on the order. In an unfortunate case, it 
would result in elimination of a large number of X category items and the limitation of obtained 
information. For an example, if the predetermined order leads to the elimination of all X category 
items for each of Y category item, the researcher will have no information about the correlation 
between an X category item and a Y category item. 

3. Optimization Design of the Attributes Elimination Order 

This section presents a new design for automating the selection of the best elimination order. The 
basic approach of this paper is as follows: 1) the system attempts to calculate all the possible 
elimination orders, and 2) it determines the result that retains the greatest amount of X-item 
information and outputs it.  

One of the most critical points to design is the measure for evaluating the remaining X-item 
information. This paper employs an evaluation method of counting the remaining X-item data (each 
number is incremented by 1 in preparation for further use). 

 
Figure 2 A Comparison of Two Modification Processes  

 
 Figure 2 shows two application examples of the counting method. In each case, it is assumed that 
the question sheet originally has three X items: q9, q10, and q11 but no predetermined order was set 
by the researcher. The rest of the questions are Y items. In case [i], the system attempted to use the 
elimination order of q11, q10, and q9. The summation of the X-item number for each Y-item equals 
17 (each circle refers to the X-item numbers). In case [ii], the system attempted to use the elimination 
order of q10, q11, and q9. This result equals 18 and is better than that obtained in case [i]. The 
number of possible elimination orders equal |X|!, which is the same as the number of repetitions of 
this calculation. 
 Although this test does not reflect relational aspects such as the multiple analysis possibility, it can 
compare multiple possible output data patterns efficiently and is considered to be a reasonable 
comparison method. 

4. Formal Description of Expanded Privacy-Enhanced Survey System 
 This section details the design of the expanded privacy-enhanced survey system. The essential 
incremental part for the purpose of this study is introducing ZMAP and ZSET functions. While the 
design follows the hospital evaluation version described in [4], the core functions are also applicable 
to other versions. Furthermore, although the formal description of some functions differs from 
previous related studies, without these core functions and their application in the routines, the 
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process would be mathematically equivalent to the process described in [3] and [4] (both are 
accessible online). 
 The formal description of the system implementation is as follows: 
 
[Sets of Respondents and Questions] 

P denotes the set of all the respondents or patients. Using the respondent number )( Niii ≤≤ , we 
can define P as follows: 

 
 

 
Q represents the set of all the questions in a question form. Each element of Q is classified as either 

X and Y items. Each element of X is classified as BPI and MD. The X items n21 , x,xx …,  

represent individual attributes that are observable by medical staff. The Y items m21 , y,yy …,
represent individual attitudes that are not observable even by medical staff. BPI items 

i21  ,,, bpibpibpi …  represent basic personal information and MD items d21  ,, , mdmdmd …  
medical data. 

 
},{ i21 , bpi,bpibpiBPI …=  
},{ d21 , md,mdmdMD …=  

 
},{ n21 , x,xxX …=  
},{ m21 , y,yyY …=  

 
 MD BPI X ∪=  

 Y X Q ∪=  
)(),(},{ XZMAPzmapzmapZSET, z,zzZ n21 ∈== …  

 
The function )(XZMAP  returns the set of all possible one-to-one mappings from X to 

Z(=X)={ n21 , z,zz …, }. The function )(zmapZSET  returns the set Z according to the mapping 
information )(XZMAPzmap∈ . The index numbers of Z items n21 , z,zz …,  denote the supposed 
priority (an item with a relatively large index number is eliminated faster in the database). Since X is 
a finite set, one can add a total order to X. That is to say, X can be regarded to be a totally ordered set. 
The function )(XZMAP  transforms the total order of X. The function )(zmapZSET returns one of 
the possible totally ordered sets whose base set is the same as that of X and whose total order is 
obtained by )(XZMAP . 

 
[Respondents’ Answers] 

For Qq∈∀ , )(qD  represents the domain of the answer to the question q. The 3-tuple ),,( aqi  
indicates that a respondent Pi∈  selected the answer )(qDa∈  for the question Qq∈ . 0T  
denotes the set of all such 3-tuples and contains the information of all the answers provided by all the 
respondents. For Yq∈∀ , )(qDC  is defined as the set of all )(qD  elements that are sensitive 
alternatives that require their selectors to be concealed. That is, )(qDc  represents the set of the 

},,2,1{ NP …=
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alternatives of a negative evaluation. 
 

[Question Block] 
A question block is defined as a non-empty subset of Y . Different questions that belong to a 

question block are expected to be analyzed together using multivariate analysis methods. Each 
question belongs one of the question blocks. When the total number of question blocks is M  
( )1( MjBlock j ≤≤ ), for all )1( Mjj ≤≤ , the following holds true. 

 
 

 
φ=∩→≠ ji BlockBlockji  

j
Mj

BlockY 
≤≤

=
1

 

For each )1( MjBlock j ≤≤ , (the initial value of) the set of answers )1( MjAB j ≤≤  can be defined 
as follows: 

 
),2,( 0 jj BlockZTSelectAB ∪=  

 
Here, ),,( 21 SjSSelect  is a function that selects the 3-tuple of 1S  when the j-th element of the 

3-tuple belongs to set 2S , and returns the subset of 1S  . Similarly, ),,( 21 SjSDel  is a function that 
eliminates the 3-tuple of 1S  when the j-th element of the 3-tuple belongs to set 2S , and returns the 
subset of 1S . ),( jSPrj  is a function that returns the set of all j-th elements of the 3-tuples that 
belong to S . Similarly, ),( jSRand  is a function that swaps the j-th elements of all the 3-tuples of 
S  and returns the set that can be obtained as a result of the calculation. 
 
[Grouping of Respondents by Individual Attributes] 

For }...,,,{)2,( 21 kj zzzZABPrj =∩ ,  

)()()()( 21 kj zDzDzDABDz ×××=   
is defined. As each element of },...,,{ 21 kzzz  represents a question regarding individual attributes, 
the answer of )1,( jABPrji∈  is related to one point of )( jABDz  (in the case of φ=)( jABDz , we 
consider this point to be φ ). The respondent group that relates to point z  of )( jABDz  is denoted as 

))(,( PzABGrp j ⊂ (in the case of φ=)( jABDz , PzABGrp j =),( ). 
 
[Finding Risky Elements] 

),,( qzABLevel j , which represents the anonymity level observed at )( jABDzz∈  and jBq∈  with 

jAB , is defined as follows: 

)
|!||!|

|!|(log),,(
DATAcDATAcDATA

DATAqzABLevel j ×−
=  

 
Here, DATA  and DATAc  are the abbreviations of ),,( qzABDATA j  and ),,( qzABDATAc j , which 

are defined as follows: 

φ≠jBlock
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}){,2,()),(,1,(),,( qABSelectzABGrpABSelectqzABDATA jjjj ∩=  

))(,3,(),,(),,( qDABSelectqzABDATAqzABDATAc Cjjj ∩=  
 

),,( qzABDATA j  represents the set of all data at )( jABDzz∈  and jBq∈  with jAB . 

),,( qzABDATAc j  represents the set of ),,( qzABDATA j  elements, the answer of which belongs to 
)(qDC . 

 
)( jABFlag  denotes the function used for determining whether the operation of modifying the 

database is required for protecting privacy with jAB , i.e., it returns a value of 1 if the following 
condition holds and 0 if the condition does not hold.  

 
ThjDATAcBqABDzz

LevelqzABLevel
jj

<
>∈∈

)),,((min
0||,),(

 

 
Here, ThLevel  represents the threshold value for determining the existence of a risk. 

 
[Main Routine to Enhance Privacy] 

Step 1: 
 For all )(XZMAPzmap∈  do the following: 

Sub-step 1:  
For each )1( MjAB j ≤≤ , perform the following procedure: 
i) If φ=∩ZABPrj j )2,(  or 0)( =jABFlag , then proceed to Step 2.  
ii) If φ≠∩ZABPrj j )2,(  and 1)( =jABFlag , }){,2,( |)2,(| ZABPrjjj j

zABDelAB ∩=  and repeat Step 1. 
Sub-step 2:  

Perform the following procedure: 
i) )1),,2,(( 0 YTDelRandAAttributes =  
ii) For |)|0( Znkk =≤≤ , 

)1),((
|)2,(|


kZABPrj
jk

j

ABRandA
=∩

=  

iii) Delete the data except for that of nAttributes AAAAA ,,,,, 210 …  
iv) Record nAttributes AAAAA ,,,,, 210 …   

and the score of EvalOrder = ( 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝐴!"#$% , 2,𝑍 + 1 ×|𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝐴!"#$% , 2,𝑌)|)!
!"#$%!!  

Step 2: 
 i) For the maximum value of EvalOrder, output nAttributes AAAAA ,,,,, 210 … . 

ii) If there are multiple zmap s that give the same maximum value, one is selected at random. 
 

5. Concluding Remarks 

This study presents an optimization design for the attributes elimination order in a 
privacy-enhanced survey system. By expanding on a survey system designed in previously presented 
studies, a formal description of the new system was demonstrated. Although the implementation of 
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the system described in the last section is still an ongoing task, it is expected to be feasible, as a 
prototype system described in [3] has already been implemented and evaluated. 

The optimization function, however, can deteriorate the level of the respondents' privacy as it can 
enable people to guess the original input answers. There is a trade-off between the privacy of the 
respondents and the usability of the output data that the researchers obtain. However, from the 
viewpoint of the respondent's privacy, the original predetermining method is not the most secure 
either. For example, if the order of elimination is determined for each question at random by the 
system, it will be more difficult to guess the original input answer data. This is a new area of 
investigation and a task for the next stage of this study. 
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